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Direct Acquisition of the Gap Height of Biological Tissue-Electronic
Chemical Sensor Interfaces
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Abstract: Interfacing biological tissues with electronic
sensors offers the exciting opportunity to accurately
investigate multiple biological processes. Accurate signal
collection and application are the foundation of these
measurements, but a long-term issue is the signal
distortion resulting from the interface gap. The height of
the gap is the key characteristic needed to evaluate or
model the distortion, but it is difficult to measure. By
integrating a pair of nanopores at the electronic sensor
plane and measuring the ion conductance between
them, we developed a versatile and straightforward
strategy to realize the direct cooperative evaluation of
the gap height during exocytotic release from adrenal
gland tissues. The signaling distortion of this gap has
been theoretically evaluated and shows almost no
influence on the amperometric recording of exocytosis
in a classic “semi-artificial synapse” configuration. This
strategy should benefit research concerning various bio/
chemical/machine interfaces.

Interfacing biological tissues/cells with electronic sensors
offers the exciting opportunity to accurately investigate
multiple biological processes.[1] For decades, the “semi-
artificial synapse”[2] (shown as “Amp circuit” in Figure 1A)
has been used as a classic and mass-applied bio-machine
interface structure. This has been used to investigate
exocytosis and a wide scope of related biological processes,
like neuronal signaling transduction[3] and endocrine
regulation.[4] When exocytosis is triggered, the released
catecholamines diffuse from the pre-synaptic side, are
electrooxidized at the carbon fiber micro-disk electrode
(CFME, as the artificial post-synapse), and generate a spike-

shaped signal through an amperometric recording (Fig-
ure 1Bi).[2a]

Accurate signal collection is fundamental to the inves-
tigation of biological processes focusing on tissue/cells-
electric sensor interfaces. However, the interface gap may
distort the signal transduction. For the “semi-artificial
synapse” configuration, the dimension of the gap within
interface and its distortion effects on the recorded signals
have been repeatedly questioned and discussed.[5] The
Wightman group was the earliest to report peak distortion
(Figure 1Bii) when a CFME was positioned with a set
distance from the cell.[5d,6] This alteration of the spike shape
reflects the delay of mass transfer when a species diffuses
across the gap, which can be likened to a kind of digital
filtering, called “diffusional filtering” (also “diffusion
broadening”[5d] or “diffusion distortion”[2a,5c]). Furthermore,
this filtering phenomenon of gaps widely exists in any bio-
machine interface, and more specific investigations are
urgently required. An exact model of the diffusional filtering
in the electrode-cell interface is still absent, due primarily to
the difficulty in modeling the gap[2a] whose height (see H in
Figure 1A) has only been hypothesized[7] or theoretically
estimated.[5a,8]

To better understand the interface gap within an
artificial synapse, some insights have been provided by
scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM), which was
used to image the topography of the biological samples.[9] By
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Figure 1. A) Schematic of the ion conductance-amperometric (IC-Amp)
measurement. For the amperometric (Amp) recording, a constant
potential (EAmp= +700 mV vs. Ag/AgCl) was applied to the CFME to
record the exocytotic catecholamines. For the ion conductance (IC)
measurement, a triangle wave potential (EIC, amplitude: 100 mV, scan
rate: 1 V/s) was applied to the two nanopores neighboring the CFME.
The resistance of the IC measurement circuit mainly includes the
resistance of the solution within the cell to electrode gap (Rsol(H)) and
inside the two nanopores (Rpore). The IC-Amp sensor was placed on a
cell and a gap (its height is indicated as H) was formed because of the
macro-molecules on the cell membrane. B) Schematic of an ampero-
metric spike at a small H (i) vs. large H (ii). C) Schematic of the ion
current through the nanopores at a small H (i) vs. large H (ii).
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quantifying the ion current, the height between the probe
and the sample surface can be measured. In particular,
double pipette-SICM[10] provides a relatively robust strategy
to overcome the instability of single pipette-SICM when it is
pressed on a soft biological matrix. However, fabrication
instability and clogging of double-pipettes might lead the
height measurement to be unreliable, and its different
morphology compared to the actual planar electric sensors
make it difficult to reflect the real height between tissue/
cells and electric sensors.

In this paper, we developed a new strategy to integrate
ion conductance measurements into the classical configura-
tion of the semi-artificial synapse. This provides a direct
analysis of the gap between the cell and the electrode while
exocytosis is recorded at the same sensor. The filtering
characteristics of the gap with the measured height were
numerically analyzed, and its diffusional filtering effect on
the exocytotic signals was quantitatively evaluated.

To realize the in situ measurement of ion conductance,
we designed an ion conductance-amperometric (IC-Amp)
sensor by integrating two tiny nanopores neighboring the
traditional disk electrode and sharing the same plane
(schematic in Figure 1A). Theoretically, the ion current and
conductance (Gsol) will vary with the gap height (H) between
the probe and the sample surface (schematic in Figure 1C).
The Gsol(H) can be calculated as follows:

Gsol Hð Þ ¼
1

Rtotal Hð Þ
¼

1
Rtotal Hð Þ � Rpore

�
1

Rtotal Hð Þ � Rtotal ∞ð Þ
¼

1
EIC=I Hð Þ � EIC=I ∞ð Þ

(1)

where the Rsol(H) is the resistance of the solution within the
gap, the Rtotal(H) is the total resistance of the IC circuit
which can be obtained by dividing the applied potential
(EIC) by the measured ion current (I(H)), and Rpore is the
solution resistance of the nanopores which can be measured
as Rtotal(∞) (i.e. the total resistance of IC circuit when H!∞).
After establishing the value of Rpore in the Rtotal(H), we
calculate Gsol(H) by Equation (1). However, Gsol(H) is not
only related to the solution geometry outside the two
nanopores, but also the solution conductivity (expressed as
the Gsol(H)/ the solution conductivity). To diminish the
influence of the variation in solution conductibility for
different experiments by normalization, we adopted a term
for the relative Gsol(H) (=Gsol(H)/Gsol(H!∞)), instead of
the Gsol(H), to measure the H in the following experiments.
The Gsol(H!∞) is the conductance of the solution outside
the nanopores when the nanopores are very far away from
the substrate, which is constant for an IC-Amp sensor with
fixed solution conductivity (see calculation details in
Supporting Information).

The IC-Amp sensor was fabricated by heat-pulling a 7-
barrel glass capillary with a carbon fiber in the center barrel,
and then beveling it to generate a sensor plane including the
center elliptic CFME and six surrounding nanopores (see
Figure 2 and Supporting Information). Only the pair of
nanopores located on the short axis of the ellipse were

adopted for the IC measurement, because the other 4 pores
were sometimes broken or defective resulting from the
vibration during the beveling. This fabrication allows CFME
detection of release with the introduction of the nanopores
on either side without a large change in the CFME structure.
Moreover, although the pore sizes or positions may vary
over a range of several times because of possible instability
of fabrication, the IC measurement using the relative Gsol-
(H) as output was still highly robust and verified by
theoretical simulation (simulation details of IC measurement
in Supporting Information and Figure S1–3).

The IC-Amp sensor was experimentally calibrated by
constructing a height-controlled gap between the sensor and
the substrate (schematic in Figure 3A). After filling the
nanopores with an electrolyte solution and applying EIC, the
IC-Amp sensor was placed onto a series of polydimeth-
ylsiloxane (PDMS) sheets[11] with small pillars of different
heights (H=90, 380, 520, 770, 1150 nm, diameter 500 nm,
circle center distance 1500 nm, see examples in Figure 3B
and the fabrication in the Supporting Information) by use of
a micro-manipulator. These pillars on the PDMS sheets
mimic the cellular membrane macromolecules, which create
space between the soft cell membrane and the sensor. The
approach of the sensor tip was observed by monitoring the
decline of the ion current amplitude (Figure 3C). The
decreased ion current amplitude was converted to the
relative Gsol(H) [Eq. (1)], and the relationship between
relative Gsol(H) and the gap heights made by the pillars was
constructed and almost matches the simulation (Figure 3D,
simulation configuration is shown in the Supporting Infor-
mation).

The medulla cells of bovine adrenal glands are often
used in the analysis of exocytosis.[12] To simulate the bio-
machine interface that is constructed between an electrode
and tissue, instead of a single cell, we applied the IC-Amp
sensor on slices of the fresh bovine adrenal medulla (see the
slice preparation in the Supporting Information) and carried
out in situ measurements of the gap height and exocytotic
recording at the same sensor (Figure 1A). To avoid interfer-
ence between measurements, they were carried out in

Figure 2. Schematic of the fabrication of the IC-Amp sensor. A) A 7-
barrel glass capillary with a carbon fiber (d: 5 μm) in the center barrel
was heated and pulled to a small tip; B) the carbon fiber was wrapped
by the glass wall, whereas the 6 surrounding barrels were crescent
shaped; C) after beveling, the probe tip was planar with the center
elliptical CFME and 6 surrounding nanopores. (i) the view of the
beveled plane, (ii) cross-sectional view and (iii) a scanning electron
microscopy image of the IC-Amp sensor. The two nanopores used for
IC measurement are labeled by asterisks.
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sequence. The IC measurement was first conducted in a
similar manner to the calibration experiments but the
PDMS sheets in Figure 3A were replaced by the gland slices.
Similarly to the IC change in calibration experiments shown
in Figure 3C, the recorded ion current amplitude rapidly
decreased after the IC-Amp sensor contacted the surface of
the glands (Figure 4A). The gap height was calculated by
examining the relative Gsol(H)� H standard curve (Fig-
ure 3D). After the IC measurement, without moving the
sensor, the EIC was stopped and EAmp was then applied to
the CFME for amperometric recording of the exocytosis
events (Figure 4B). The exocytosis in these systems is
spontaneous but depends on the activity of glands, so usually
glands stored for too long time (>8 h) give few intense
exocytosis events (see the amperometric trace of a slice of
less active gland in Figure S4).

Data for IC and amperometric measurements (6 IC
traces and 779 amperometric spikes, each spike representing
one exocytosis event) from five tissue slices were analyzed.
The relative Gsol(H) was found to be 0.10�0.03 (mean�

SD), and the H was 134�20 nm (mean�SD) which is in the
same range as previous estimations.[8b,13] This exact gap
height provides the possibility to construct accurate numer-
ical models for diffusion in the gap of the artificial synapse.

We then simulated various spike shapes at different gap
heights (range from 1 to 500 nm; see Supporting Information
and Figure S5A) by a finite element method, referenced to a
series of previous works.[8b,14] The original spike, i.e. the
current measured at the exocytotic pore site can be
calculated by integrating the normal flux of catecholamines
across the exocytotic pore and transforming the flux into
current by use of Faraday’s law, as described by,

Iexo ¼
ZZ

� SporeZeFJexodS (2)

where the ze is the charge transfer number, which equals 2
in this work; F is the Faraday constant, 96500 Cmol� 1, Jexo is
the flux density of catecholamine across the exocytotic pore,
Spore is the pore area.

When the electrode surface was placed at a gap height
away from the exocytotic pore, the free diffusion of
catecholamine within the gap causes the simultaneously
released molecules to reach the electrode surface at differ-
ent times. Based on Engstrom’s analysis,[5c] and after trans-
forming the flux to be current by Faraday’s law, this
phenomenon can be expressed as a convolution equation,

I tð Þ ¼ Iexo tð Þ*f tð Þ (3)

where I(t) is the current spike collected by the electrode
placed at a given gap height H, f(t) is the “impulse response
function” of this convolution system and quantitatively
reflects the broadening effects.

By Fourier transformation, the f(t) at each gap height
can be further transformed to a frequency domain function
which is analogous to the frequency response function of a
low-pass filter (see the characteristic curves in Figure S5B).
The estimated cut-off frequency, i.e. the frequency at which
the magnitude response is 3 dB lower than the value at 0 Hz,
of the low-pass filter corresponding to the 134-nm-high gap
is about 1.7 kHz and its time constant (τf) is �0.29 ms
(Figure S5C). This τf is much smaller than the rise time of
the recorded amperometric spikes (trise: 2.46�0.15 ms (me-
dian�SEM), 25%-75% of the amplitude). So, based on
these data, we can write the following equation for the rise
time of a recorded spike as a relationship between the rise
time of original exocytotic spike and the time constant of
low-pass filter,[15]

trise �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

t2exo þ t2f

q

(4)

here the texo is the rise time of the original exocytotic spike.
The simulated spike for H=1 nm was seen as the original
exocytotic spike because of the extremely small height, and
the others are those with rise times that can be calculated
according to Equation (4). The influence of the low-pass
filter for the rising part of spike is essentially negligible,

Figure 3. A) Schematic of the IC measurement on PDMS sheets. EIC:
triangle wave, amplitude: 100 mV, scan rate: 1 Vs� 1. B) Scanning
electron microscopy images of the PDMS sheets. Scale bar: 1 μm.
C) Ion current (I(H)) and calculated ion conductance of the IC circuit
(Gtotal(H)= I(H)/EIC). The variation of ion current amplitude and
Gtotal(H) reflects the IC change when the sensor is moved from far
(H!∞) to contacting the sheets (H=520 nm (i) or 90 nm (ii)) and
then moved back (H!∞). D) Experimental and simulated relative
Gsol(H)� H curves for this calibration experiment. The error bars
present the standard deviations of relative Gsol(H) at respective H
(n=5).

Figure 4. Representative IC measurement trace (A) and amperometric
trace (B) for experiments on bovine adrenal gland slices. Three spikes
were amplified as the inset in (B).
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since the weight of τf for trise is only about 1.4% from τf2/trise2

based on Equation (4). This equation can also be used to
calculate the falling part of the spike whose time (tfall: 11�
0.59 ms (median�SEM), 75%-25% of the amplitude) is
much longer than the rising part of the spike, whereas the
weight of τf for tfall is 0.07% and thus its influence can be
ignored as well.

In conclusion, to evaluate the signal distortion owing to
the gap between the biological tissue-electric sensor inter-
face, and related to gaps between membranes of cells and
tissues, we have developed a versatile strategy to measure
the gap height by measuring the ion conductance variation
with the tissue-sensor gap height for parallel amperometric
and ion conducting nanoelectrodes. Using a bovine adrenal
gland slice and this parallel sensor interface, direct coopera-
tive measurement of the gap height and exocytotic release at
the same sensor can be used to address a long-term question
of the influence of diffusional filtering on the exocytotic
spike. This strategy shows excellent robustness and should
be applicable to gaps in tissues and between cells and will
also benefit research on various bio/machine interfaces, like
deep-brain stimulation, brain/machine interfaces, pace-
makers and other implanted sensors.
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